At usual surface densities most of the interactions are weak to obtain significant surface stress upon hybridization
We have built-up highly packed ssDNA SAMS and studied the effect of adsorption of water in the intermolecular channels Exploit the high forces generated when water is confined in subnanometer channels: Disruption of the hydrogen bond network
•Water confined in pores with diameters between 1 and 3 nm: water is in a liquid phase, short range order and a strong decrease of the solidification temperature by several tens of degrees.
•When the pore diameter is below 1 nm, the water is in an intermediate state between liquid water and crystalline water. DNA has an per e -per 0.17 nm length. Depending on the electrolyte content, the counter-ion cloud can make the DNA strongly repel each other or condense in tightly packed large molecular complexes.
What is the nature of the intermolecular forces in the DNA membrane? We are currently seeking candidates for the following positions:
Research and business director
Project engineers
MecWins is committed to developing new biosensing technologies addressing the needs of the Biotechnology companies for fast, easy and highly sensitive genetic analysis. The goal of Mecwins is providing cutting edge tools for genetic analysis for disease prognosis and diagnosis and pharmacogenomics. Mecwins applies the latest advancements of Nanotechnology in the Sensors field through close collaboration with key research groups in Nanomechanical sensing. The company has strong intellectual property rights of highly innovative nanotechnologies. We are searching for a candidate with extensive scientific experience together with expertise in project management and with a strong interest in business development.
